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Abstract
Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) is a popular method that amplifies weak Raman signals from Raman-active analyte
molecules making use of certain specially-prepared metallic surfaces. The main challenge in SERS is to design and fabricate highly
repeatable, predictable, and sensitive substrates. There are many fabrication methods that strive to achieve this goal, which are
briefly summarized in this paper. The E-beam lithography method is proposed to be superior to the mentioned techniques. In this
paper, we review how EBL can be utilized in the preparation of SERS substrates and we discuss the contributions to the field by
the Özbay group.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
SERS has been extensively used as a powerful method
for the sensitive and specific detection of a wide range
of bio-molecules since it was discovered in 1977 [1,2].
SERS depends on a phenomenon called Raman scattering. When a photon interacts with an atom or molecule,
a very small percentage of the photons are scattered with
a frequency less than the incoming photons. The energy
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difference is dissipated at the vibrational modes of the
molecule in interaction. If the scattered light intensity
is plotted against frequency, the Raman spectrum of the
molecule can be obtained. Every chemical bond in the
molecule stands for a different peak in the spectrum.
The Raman spectra are just like the finger print of the
molecule in this manner. This phenomenon is enhanced
at metallic, nano-structured surfaces by 105 –106 and is
named SERS.
Electromagnetic (EM) and chemical mechanisms are
considered as the factors that enable surface enhanced
Raman scattering [3,4]. The dominant mechanisms
among the two are the EM mechanism which is due to
the excitation of the localized surface plasmons (LSP)
on nano-roughened surfaces. The LSP is the collective
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oscillation of the surface electrons that are excited by the
electromagnetic radiation that interacts with the nanosized metallic particles. The frequency and strength of
this oscillation depends on the type of the metal and
dielectric environment, the size, shape, and size distribution of the nanoparticles. The optimum signal intensity
is obtained when the laser frequency is selected to match
the LSP resonance of the nano-structured surface. Due
to this, to enhance the signal intensity of SER scattering, all the factors that affect LSP resonance should be
controlled.
After the discovery of SERS, several fabrication
techniques have been developed to attain stabilized substrates that have long shelf lives and high quality. The
first SERS-active surfaces were obtained by chemical methods such as oxidation-reduction cycling [5],
electro-chemical roughening [6] and island lithography
[7]. In oxidation-reduction cycling, repeated oxidationreduction cycles are applied to the metallic (Ag) surfaces
ending up with roughened surfaces at the nano-scale. In
electro-chemical roughening the metallic surfaces are
immersed in highly concentrated acidic solutions for
brief periods to chemically roughen the surfaces. The
metal island lithography method, takes its name from
the island like distribution of the Ag films evaporated
onto a proper substrate. In all the mentioned techniques,
unreproducible and heterogeneous substrates that have
a large surface area but low SERS enhancement are
obtained.
There are also lithographic techniques such as
nanosphere lithography [8], oblique angle deposition [9].
In nanosphere lithography, the SERS-active substrates
are obtained by coating a self-assembled monolayer
of polystyrene nanoparticles with metal evaporation.
In oblique angle deposition, the sample is held at an
angle during metal evaporation. Cylindrical, irregular
shaped and randomly distributed nano-rod arrays are
obtained due to the surface diffusion and shadowing
effect [10]. Other commonly used methods are to directly
use colloidal metallic solutions or using them fixed on
a substrate [11]. The colloidal solutions are obtained by
the reduction of diluted metallic salt solutions. In this
method, the differences in metallic particles sizes and
their shapes due to the differences in preparation recipes
can lead to several orders of magnitude difference in the
SERS enhancement factor.
Electron Beam Lithography overcomes all the
aforementioned difficulties. The substrates have high
repeatability and stability. They can be designed to work
at desired wavelengths and the SERS enhancement factor can be calculated with the help of simulations to save
manpower and money. The verification of the designs

can be done by optical transmission measurements easily. The method has some weaknesses, too. The time
that is elapsed for the pixel by pixel scan to be complete
can be long in addition to low throughput. The system
maintenance can be expensive and tedious. Metal lift-off
and etching can be troublesome for nanoscale features.
In spite of these difficulties, the reproducibility and predictability of the results, which is the key aspect in SERS
substrate preparation, make EBL an ideal candidate for
fabrication [12].
The best metric used in the comparison of the SERSactive surfaces is the SERS enhancement factor. The
most commonly used enhancement factor calculation
can be written as EF = (ISER /Nsurf )/(IR /Nvol ) [13–15].
Here NVol is the number of molecules in the detection
volume that contributes to the Raman signal, Nsurf is
the number of molecules attached on the surface that
contribute to the SER signal. IR and ISER are the intensities of the Raman and SER signals. The molecules with
known packing densities are preferentially used in these
calculations. The best known molecule used for this aim
is Benzenethiol. Two measurements, one from a known
detection volume of liquid benzenethiol and the other
from benzenethiol applied on the nano-structured surface are taken and the mentioned formula is used for
the calculation of the SERS enhancement factor. This
enables an objective comparison to be made between
two lithographic surfaces. Such a comparison is not clear
for surfaces prepared with other methods since the total
metallic area and, therefore, Nsurf cannot be determined
accurately.
In the literature, there are many SERS-active surface
designs prepared with EBL [12,16–18]. These designs
are mainly periodic arrays of simple nano-structures and
generally the relation between the LSP resonance wavelength and SER signal enhancement is studied. To give
several examples, Le Ru, has taken SERS measurements,
from periodic gold dot, square and triangle arrays from
“Rhodamine 6G” [19]. In a very similar study, Gunnarsson, studied similar Ag structures on silicon wafer
for the same molecule and reported that better results
are obtained when compared with nano-roughened Ag
film [20]. Kahl, has shown that the SERS measurements
of “Rhodamine 6G” on gold periodic nano-dot arrays
and grating structures resulted in an order of magnitude
better SERS enhancement when compared with metalisland film substrates [21]. Finally, Hatap, showed that
an SERS enhancement of 1011 has been obtained from
free-standing gold bowtie nano-antennas [22]. The diversity of designs is endless when fabrication with EBL is
considered. Below, we summarize the contributions to
substrate design with EBL for SERS by Özbay group,
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Fig. 1. (a) physical dimensions of a single nano-cone (b) SEM image of an array of nano-cones with period of 200 nm and a base diameter of
100 nm.

namely tandem structures, concentric rings, and fractal
bowtie antennas.
2. Tandem structures
In this study, periodic Au-SiO2 -Au Nano-cone arrays
are fabricated with EBL on sapphire substrate and are
shown to provide a 10 times higher SER signal intensity when compared with periodic Au nano-cone arrays
fabricated with the same method [23]. Au nano-cone
arrays provide single resonance tuned to the laser wavelength. On the other hand, Au-SiO2 -Au nano-cone arrays
as shown in Fig. 1 can provide double resonance tuned
to the laser and the Stokes wavelength, respectively.
The high tunability of the Au-SiO2 -Au nano-cone arrays
comes from the used fabrication method. The nanodots written by EBL were then coated with gold and
SiO2 by electron beam evaporation method. The details
of the fabrication are described in previous reports
and, therefore, not repeated here [23]. Several different base diameter nano-cones were fabricated with
5 nm increments in a base diameter successfully that
enabled tuning the resonance behavior of the substrate
in addition to the metal heights which can be varied easily with the E-Beam evaporation method. Such highly
tunable and predictable substrates are impossible to
obtain with other techniques described earlier in this
report.
Since EBL is a highly precise method in which the
intended and fabricated structures show a good match
in shape and size, their resonance behavior can be predicted by simulations. In this study, the double resonance
behavior of the nano-cones was first shown by simulations and then verified by optical measurements. By
this way, one can have a good estimate of the resonance
behavior of the intended nanostructures ahead of fabrication, and thereby reduce the fabrication costs and
time. The simulations are done by Lumerical software
that uses the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)

method. The simulation and measurement results are
shown in Fig. 2 for nanocones that have a bottom radius
of 55 nm. The broadening and intensity of the peaks differ due to the discrepancies in shape and size of the
nanoparticles fabricated and simulated. However, the
positions of the resonance dips are in good correlation.
The SERS enhancement factor can also be predicted
by simulations for EBL fabricated structures via the
use of 3D electric field monitors. The electric field
distribution obtained at excitation and Stokes shifted
wavelengths are used to calculate Σ|Eexc |2 .|Estokes |2
over the exposed volume. The results are then normalized with respect to the total surface area. In this study,
the results obtained for “tandem” structures are compared with “only gold” structures to make a guess ahead
of SERS experiments. The resultant enhancement is
approx. 12 for a 55 nm radius array for the Raman line
at 1575 cm−1 . The experimental values obtained for the
same conditions are approx. 9 for a 55 nm radius array
which is in good accordance with the simulations.
The comparison of SER signal intensity for an array
of tandem nano-cones with a period of 200 nm and a

Fig. 2. Comparison of the transmission and simulation results for an
array of nano-cones with a period of 200 nm and a base diameter of
110 nm.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of SER signal intensity for an array of tandem
nano-cones with a period of 200 nm and a base diameter of 110 nm
and its single resonance counterpart. The excitation wavelength is
632.8 nm.

base diameter of 110 nm and its single resonance counterpart are shown in Fig. 3. The SERS enhancement
predicted through simulations and measured via SERS
experiments have shown that the tandem nano-cone
design provided 10 times higher SER signal intensity
when compared with periodic Au nano-cone arrays fabricated with the same method. The enhancement would
be more prominent if the comparison was made with
respect to simply nano-roughened metallic surfaces, as
shown in another study conducted by the Ozbay group
[24].
3. Concentric ring structures
Concentric arcs and rings are used for various
purposes in the literature mainly for their focusing
properties [25] or as plasmonic lenses [26]. In our

study, circular concentric rings etched from a planar
gold film are compared with their coupled counterparts
and plain gold film in terms of their SERS performance [24]. In the coupled design, the etched parts
are filled with a dielectric and then layered up with
gold circular concentric rings as shown in the inset of
Fig. 4(b).
In this study, it can be seen that EBL can be used to
obtain structures both indented and protruding. To etch
the rings from plain gold a negative tone resist were used
in the e-beam lithography and then an O2 plasma etch
was conducted. The details of the fabrication steps are
described elsewhere [24].
Fig. 4 depicts the SER spectrum of Benzenethiol
from the “coupled” rings and the “etched” rings. Here,
the etched ring design is optimized to maximize the
focusing property by choosing its period to be equal
to the surface plasmon wavelength. The coupled ring
design is fabricated with the same physical dimensions
for better comparison. The SERS measurements show
that the coupled ring design can provide 630 times better enhancement than plain gold film and 8 times better
enhancement than the etched film. This is attributed
to the increased number of “hotspots” due to the coupling between upper and lower rings. The enhancement
factor calculated as described in the introduction is
1.67 × 107 for the coupled-concentric ring structures.
The SERS enhancement factors experimentally obtained
are compared with those calculated by FDTD simulations where the SERS intensity is taken to be proportional
to the fourth power of E-field distribution at the laser
excitation frequency. The ratio |E|4 coupled /|E|4 etched is
12 for the simulations which is in accordance with
the experimental ratio, eight times larger signal intensity.

Fig. 4. (a) SERS measurements taken from coupled ring and plain gold (inset: SEM figure taken for coupled ring structure, period of the rings:
500 nm, inner ring diameter: 975 nm). (b) SERS measurements taken from coupled ring and plain gold. Period of the rings is approximately 615 nm
and the diameter of the center disc is around 1.45 m. (Inset: conceptual figures of coupled ring and etched ring structures) The excitation wavelength
used in SERS measurements is 632.8 nm.
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Fig. 5. (a) Transmission measurements versus simulations (inset: SEM figures of the fabricated structures.) (b) SERS measurements for bowtie
nano-antennas and their first degree counterparts (gap = 65 nm, sides of triangles ∼400 nm for both figures). The excitation wavelength used in SERS
measurements is 785 nm.

4. Bowtie and fractal bowtie structures
Bowtie structures offer a wide diversity of tuning
mechanisms for enhanced E-field generation at desired
wavelengths due to the excitation of localized surface
plasmons. In bowtie structures, the LSP resonance can
be tuned by changing the spacing between the two triangle prisms [22,27], the triangle angles [28,29] and
sizes [30] to obtain better SERS enhancement factors.
EBL, offers advantages such as decreasing the spacing
down to 5 nm [31] and sensitively tuning the physical
parameters. Obtaining fractal structures is even possible.

To our knowledge, the Özbay group recently reported
the fabrication of first and second degree fractal bowtie
nano-antennas for the first time [32].
The design of the bowtie and fractal structures were
done by FDTD simulations and verified by transmission
measurements. The calculated and measured transmission spectra of the structures are in good accordance
as shown in Fig. 5(a). The resonance wavelength of
the structures are in NIR, which enable them to be
used in NIR-SERS applications, which are preferred
especially to overcome the disadvantages of visible
lasers such as photochemical reactions, background from

Fig. 6. Electric field distributions at the laser (a, c) and Stokes shifted wavelength (b, d) 785 nm and 895 nm, respectively.
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fluorescence, and degeneration of molecules [33,34].
The SERS measurements taken from bowtie and fractal nanoantennas were compared and the SERS signal
intensity was reported to be increased for the first degree
fractals. Raman measurements of the structures depict
that SERS signal intensity at 1075 cm−1 is enhanced by a
factor of eight for the first degree fractal when compared
to the bowtie nano-antenna as shown in Fig. 5(b).
The electric field distribution is also obtained through
simulations at both the excitation and Stokes wavelengths as shown in Fig. 6. The intensified E-field at both
wavelengths at the tip of the triangles and the gaps lead to
appreciable SERS enhancement. The increase in SERS
signal intensity for fractal nano-antennas is attributed to
the generated hotspots in the cavities of the fractal structure as a result of the plasmonic coupling between the
subwavelength features. The SERS enhancement factor
is estimated by calculating Σ|Eexc |2 .|Estokes |2 over the
gold areas. The simulations showed that the integrated Efield is 24 times larger for the first degree fractal structure
when compared with the bowtie design.
5. Summary
The high sensitivity and tunability obtained with EBL
can be used to reduce the time, effort, and cost in the
design phase of the SERS substrates with the help of simulations. Through simulations, the physical dimensions
required to obtain the desired resonance wavelengths
can be studied before the fabrication starts. The SERS
enhancement can even be predicted through calculations using electric field distributions observed by 3D
monitors. This approach can be applied to a variety
of geometries such as nano-cones, concentric rings and
bowtie nano-antennas.
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